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HOPE DURING COVID-19
Encouragement and Ideas from the
Christian Counselors Collaborative

Encouragement from the Director
TOM LAIRD
Our communities and our world are currently wrestling with
fear over the impact of the Coronavirus. Hour by hour, it is impacting our
lives and our daily routine. People are experiencing heightened stress,
fear, worry, and anxiety. We at the CCC are committed to coming along
side people who are struggling with their mental and spiritual health
during this time.
Recently, I have been reflecting on God’s character and some of his
promises. Did you know that the most repeated commandment in the
Bible is “do not fear”? It was during a time of great turmoil that Jesus said
these words. In John 14:27 Jesus said, “Do not let your hearts be troubled
and do not be afraid”. A second scripture that has been a source of peace
and comfort for me over the years is Isaiah 41:10. As we journey together
through these unusual times, He will lead, guide, and provide for us as we
navigate these days.
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Is God in Control?
Q&A WITH CAROL LANDFRIED
I extend a warm welcome to Carol Landfried, who will be sharing with
us today regarding God’s control over the Covid-19 situation. Carol is a
Pastoral Counselor, meaning that she has a master’s in professional
counseling and is an ordained minister with the Evangelical Church
Alliance. Carol is 67 and has been a Christian for 43 years. She has
worked for the Christian Counselor’s Collaborative for 10 years.

"God's kingdom is not
moved, God's throne
is not shaken. God's
power is not
lessened."

Hello, Carol, and thank you for joining us today.
What encouragement would you give to Christians
at this time?
Thank you for the welcome, and here are some
powerful truths. God's kingdom is not moved, God's
throne is not shaken. God's power is not lessened,
God's plans are not thwarted. God's salvation is not
cancelled, God's love is not lessened. God is both with
us and ahead of us, with us in this present moment
and ahead of us in the future.

What beautiful truths, and things each of us needs to hear at a heart level right now. Many Christians are
having doubts about their faith right now, or they are angry with God about the pandemic. What would you say
to them?
God already knows our doubts, our fears, our anger. Go ahead and express them to Him; you won't shock Him. He will
not be disappointed in you. He already knew all your doubts and fears and anger before the foundation of the world,
and He chose you anyway. God has already dealt with an immeasurably worse issue than your emotions - He has dealt
with all of your sins. We can't begin to imagine how horrific our sins are to God, and yet He has forgiven them - "as far
as the east is from the west, so far has He removed our transgressions from us."
What are some ways Christians can manage these doubts?
We can manage our doubts first by acknowledging them, accepting that we have them. Next, we can explore exactly
what it is we are doubting - God's goodness or greatness? When we doubt, it is often because we are not balancing His
attributes of goodness and greatness. We may think He is either all powerful but doesn't care, or all caring but doesn't
have the power to do something. Find verses that can help to balance those two types of God's attributes. The Psalms
are a good source, for example Psalm 103.
Another reason we may doubt God is because we evaluate the situation by our own definition of "good and bad" or
"good and evil." For example, to a two year old, an unlimited amount of candy is good and nap time is bad or evil. A
parent sees things differently, though, and so has different definitions. The same is true with God. If we find we are
focusing on our definitions, we can take Paul's advice to "set our minds on things above." How would this situation look
from God's perspective? When we look at this through Scripture's lens, for example, we may change our focus to ways
God's Kingdom can come, even in this difficult time, through acts of kindness, opportunities to share God's love, and
turning our hearts toward Him.
Thank you, Carol. Your words are some that we can hold on to tightly during this time. Your gift of encouragement is a
blessing.
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Practical Ideas for Managing Anxiety
BY TOM LAIRD, MABC
While it is true that we don’t need to look far to find practical ideas to deal with
stress and anxiety during this difficult time, I want to provide you with a
combination of universally recommended suggestions and some scriptural
recommendations. Let me start with a few scriptural recommendations:
1) Be honest about how you are feeling and what you are thinking - The Psalms are
full of heartfelt transparent prayers from David as He communicated to God all
that He was feeling. During this challenging time, if you are fearful or anxious
admit it to yourself. Guard against denying how you feel or pretending that you
aren’t concerned. A very helpful step to lessen fear and anxiety is to admit when
you are fearful or anxious.
2) Talk to God about how you are feeling – God loves you and wants to hear how
you are feeling. Set aside time to be transparent with Him about what you are
wrestling with. He wants to hear about your fears, worries, and concerns. The
nearness of God will be a great comfort and source of peace.

"God loves
you and
wants to hear
how you are
feeling."

3) Let God speak to your heart during this time- Proverbs 12:25 says “Anxiety in a
man’s heart weighs it down, but a good word makes it glad”. Anxiety and fear
certainly bring our moods and spirits down. How about the second part of this
verse? “but a good word makes it glad” God has a good word for you in the midst
of these days. Take time to ask and listen.
4) Meditate – There are many different forms of meditation that are available in
our culture. The meditation that I am recommending here is to take time to
meditate on God’s character, promises, and creation. There are 5 ways to take the
word of God into your heart and mind: reading, listening, studying, memorizing,
and meditating. Each is valuable, but during this stressful time, let me suggest that
you take a few minutes per day to often repeat to yourself a scripture verse. Here
are few that I have used. Isaiah 41:10; 1 Peter 5:7; Isaiah 26:3. Feel free to pick your
own, but this spiritual exercise will help you draw near to God and lessen fear and
anxiety.
5) Talk to a friend about how you are feeling – This is another way that your
anxiety and fear can be lessened. I love this quote from Mr. Rogers and think it is
very applicable. “Anything that is human in mentionable, and anything that is
mentionable can be manageable. When we can talk about our feelings they
become less overwhelming, less upsetting, less scary. The people we can trust with
that important talk can let us know that we are not alone."
(Continued on page 4)
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Practical Ideas for Managing Anxiety, Continued.
6) Practice gratitude – In this time of uncertainty, being deliberate about being
thankful is very wise and helpful.
7) Reach out to people from a distance -Most likely, many people are more
limited than you are. Reach out with a note to say you are praying for and
thinking of them. Leave a meal for them on the porch. If you head out to the
store, call and see what you can pick up for them. Leave a note in their
mailbox to say that you are available to help.

"Being
deliberate
about being
thankful is
very wise."

8) Set a routine – If you are spending more time at home it is important to
continue with a regular routine. Maintain a regular time for waking up and
going to bed, eating at regular times, and getting ready and dressed each
morning.
9) Stay mentally and physically active – When you plan your daily timetable
have a go at activities that keep your mind and body active.
10) Notice and limit worry triggers – As this health situation develops, it can
feel like we need to constantly follow the news or check social media for
updates. However, you might notice that this triggers your worry, fear, and
anxiety. Try to notice what triggers your worry and limit your exposure.
It is my hope that these suggestions will be helpful to you as we navigate this
period of time together.
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Cutting back:
1) Notice if you cope by keeping
busy. This will lead to a stress
overload! Pay attention to when
you feel like you are doing this,
take a few deep breaths, and be
present for your family.
2) Stop watching the news! Well,
don’t stop all together. Choose a
couple of reliable sources, such as
the CDC and state health
department websites. Choose
how many times you will check
Now, measure how much of your per day, as well as when. Also, set
boundaries with people who raise
pitcher is filled with stress
Parental
your stress level.
related to COVID-19. Of course
Tantrums:
you are experiencing increased
3) Quit something every day for a
stress levels! If you’re like most
Decreasing
week. Our lives are over-full of
people today, you are parenting
parental stress
tasks and expectations. Choose
with half of the stress capacity
one each day you can give up:
during quarantine you normally have.
quit trying to reach out to that
friend who isn’t responding, quit
BY CASSY WIMMER, LCSW
What to do about it: Give
saying yes to that extra task for
yourself some grace. If a friend
Parental stress feels a lot like a told you, for example, that he or work, quit checking your
preteen’s teeth-brushing job, etc.
toddler tantrum. Falling on the she had been going through a
Get creative!
floor and rolling around
rough time parenting, what
smashing your fists on things
would you suggest? You might
4) Plan easy meals: You can find
suddenly seems desirable! Not first comfort your friend with a
other uses for the energy it takes
getting the cookie you want…
message of grace.
to make complicated meals, as
or, in our case, the grocery
well as the energy it takes to
store being out of every form of Then, you might suggest ways to convince the kids to eat them.
chicken… would be something
cut back and make it easier. So
5) “Hire” inexpensive babysitters:
you or I could handle gracefully why is it so hard for us to give
screens. I have never once in my
during normal circumstances.
ourselves permission to
counseling career suggested that
However, as we know from our experience grace and cut back?
kids have more screen time, but
toddlers, when stress is
here it goes. For those with strict
increased in the environment,
I am suggesting to you those
we no longer have the capacity same three things: 1) Remember screen rules (myself included): it
is ok to relax the time limits a
to cope with extra stressors.
that there is a reason your stress
little in order to keep your sanity!
is increased, and forgive yourself
If you don’t have space to keep
Why do I feel this way? Imagine for your mistakes, 2) Find ways
your tank full, there’s no way
for a moment that you are a
to cut back on the things you
you’ll have energy to give to those
pitcher of water. Each stressor would normally expect yourself
who need you.
in your life is a cup of liquid
to accomplish and 3) Build in
added to your pitcher.
stress relief techniques that
6) Lessen your workload. This
With more liquid, it is harder to work for you. I have listed a
may not be the time to take on
complete tasks, it takes more
number of possibilities that
extra projects or to continue
concentration to function, and others have used.
working on projects that have no
you react more negatively.
deadline. (Continued on page 6)
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PARENTAL TANTRUMS, CONTINUED
7) Lower high expectations of your children.
They aren’t going to be able to perform at the
same level as they usually do. Maybe there
are some responsibilities from which they
can be given a break. Sometimes just a hug
and acknowledging feelings can help.

4) Don’t give up church. Many churches are

Build in stress relief:
1) Make you-time a priority. Schedule time
just for you every day, and, in the same way
you wouldn’t miss a doctor’s appointment,
don’t miss it.

5) Follow a family schedule. You will be less

2) Get outside as a family. Raising vitamin D
levels is a proven way to increase positive
mood.
3) Talk with Jesus. We have a tendency to
pretend we’re not scared, angry, or hurting.
It’s a normal part of grief called denial. Build
in prayer time to be really honest about your
feelings. You can write it out to him in an
honest way, or you can use a variation of St.
Ignatius’ Examen prayer every day.

online and have programming throughout the
week. Think about adding a podcast or
devotional to your family’s schedule. I would
suggest Slingstones, if you are interested in a
short, encouraging podcast.

likely to fall into unhealthy patterns, and your
kids will have an increased sense of stability and
consistency. Some things to add to a schedule
during this time are: a specific wake-up time and
bed time, exercise, healthy meal prep, alone time,
family time, devotions, and down-time.
6) Exercise with your kids. There are so many
great and free exercise plans and videos online
right now. It is suggested that kids need an hour
of exercise a day, so find something fun and new
to try.
7) Eat right. The last time I was in the grocery
store, the ice cream aisle was completely empty,
and the produce was overflowing. I knew right
then how America is coping with the pandemic!
Notice your urge to eat your feelings, and make
different coping choices.
The better you care for yourself during this time,
the better you will be able to care for your
family. If it feels too overwhelming, please reach
out to a friend, your pastor, or the Christian
Counselor’s Collaborative for help. Remember,
you are not alone!
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"We have a tendency to
pretend we're not scared,
angry, or hurting.
It's a normal part of grief
called denial."

QUIET FOR YOUR SOUL
By Mandy Jabbour, LSW
As western Pennsylvania settles into the unexpected normal of
shelter-at-home orders and daily shifting covid-19 pandemic
guidelines, our minds feel relentlessly noisy & altogether askew. How
do we process these unprecedented times? Will the endless news
cycle ever be out of earshot? Is it even possible to curb the
underlying fear & anxiety permeating our world and our homes?
Lord, have mercy! In such a time as this, how can we embody
some semblance of quiet and groundedness in our souls?
I’m sure I am not alone in these earnest musings. As we press into the
uncertain weeks ahead, I would like to offer some helpful prayers and
resources I am using to seek God’s presence in my daily journey.
First, I would like to share some tools that are helping me find more peace
in my noisy mind & soul.
Centering prayer with cleansing breaths: this type of praying involves
our breath and a prayer word or phrase to center our intentions on
perceiving and receiving God’s presence. A Google search will yield
several how-to suggestions. The simplest way to practice this prayer is to
spend a few focused minutes breathing out fear or inner noise and
breathing in grace and peace.
Lighting a candle: this is a practice that helps us reset our frenetic souls.
It reminds us we are children of God and puts us in a quiet place before
the Lord. Simply light a candle, set a timer for 5-10 minutes, and sit in
silence (alone or with others) inviting the Lord to come: “Welcome,
Father, Son & Holy Spirit.”
Listen to the Psalms: you may journal & meditate on them. Or, you can
check out music groups like Sons of Korah, The Psalms Project, and other
musicians who have set the psalms to music for our gain.
Be intentional about the “noise” you can control: Philippians 4:8 exhorts
us to be discerning about where we direct our attention. As much as
possible, limit social media & news.
Seek community with others. Regular exercise and time outdoors: Move
your body. Enjoy the beauty of Creation. Every day.
Free app: Pray As You Go -- Tools include daily prayers &
contemplative prayer tools by topic.
Free podcast: The Presence Project—this weekly podcast incorporates
“simple repeatable tools, ancient Christian contemplative practices, and
modern brain science.”

Second, I would like to close with a prayer
from Ash & Starlight by Arianne
Braithwaite Lehn (2019):

When I Need To
Ground Myself In Today
(I Kings 17:8-16, Matt 6:11, Matt 6:34)

Calming One,
I am stopping now. I am resting now.
I am letting the stillness of being with you
wash in like a wave, while the chatter and
activity around me recede.
Thank goodness I don’t need silence around
me in order to have quiet inside.
This moment, God--it’s what I need and
where I am.
I find myself so encumbered by yesterdays
and tomorrows that, sometimes, I leave
today in the corner.
But today is enough.
You’re giving me the daily bread I need for
now--a person who loves me, a moment to
breathe, a meal on the table, a word
bringing hope, a gleam of life outside my
window.
Please help me open my hands and receive
today with gratitude, letting past seasons fill
me with appreciation, and seasons yet to be
give me hope.
But for now--Today, Today, Today.
I love you best when I’m present, seeing
and hearing and holding what asks for my
heartfelt attention here and now.
You promise to hold space for everything
else.
Thank you for bringing me back, God.
Thank you for the miracle of manna.
Amen.

"...other folks might be hitting a level of
stress they have never hit before..."

MANAGING MENTAL
ILLNESS DURING
COVID-19
Q&A WITH TOM NOWAK, MA, LPC

I would like to welcome Tom Nowak, who we will be
hearing from today with regard to managing mental illness
during the COVID-19 outbreak. Tom is a Licensed
Professional Counselor with 30 years experience working in
human services. He enjoys working with faith-based
counseling and therapies, and he’s a member of Mosaic
Anglican Fellowship. He most often works with adults,
older teens and couples.
Thank you for joining us, Tom, and for your time and wisdom!
What encouragement do you have during this time for people
who are navigating COVID-19 while already managing a
mental illness?
Thanks for the welcome. One encouragement I have is that
if they have already been seeking help for awhile, they
already have tools in their tool belt. Other folks might be
hitting a level of stress they have never hit before, and their
old ways of coping aren’t sufficient to accomplish what
needs to be done. For those managing a mental illness, you
might be ahead of the game!
How about for those who care about someone with a mental
illness. What advice would you give?
Ask direct questions about their specific symptoms. Instead
of saying, “How are you doing?,” ask them, “are you feeling
depressed?” or, “what’s going on with your OCD right now?”
A lot of mental illness symptoms are silent, so you might be
surprised about what could be going on. This is particularly
true with anxiety. It’s going to have more energy right now
because a lot of anxiety--perhaps the base of all anxiety--is
about uncertainty . It’s an intolerance of uncertainty, and
there’s a ton of uncertainty in reaction to Covid-19. These
uncertainties give everybody a little more anxiety, but if
you’re dealing with symptoms of anxiety that are at a level
that’s really distressing already, it can make it worse.

Also, if somebody is dealing with depression, grief,
or other difficult symptom, it’s not always good to
act like everything’s fantastic and you’ve got great
faith. It can make them feel even worse about their
symptoms, causing thoughts like, “Gosh, what’s
wrong with me. Everyone around me is acting great,
and I’m feeling a little bit worse or a little bit scared
or a little bit frustrated.” You don’t have to burden
your loved one with your problems, but it’s ok to say,
for example, “Yeah, this is distressing. I’m getting
frustrated with not being able to find products at the
grocery store.” This ensures that your loved one
doesn’t feel ostracized, like everybody is doing
better than he or she is.
Thanks, Tom. That’s helpful. Returning to those who
are managing a mental illness already, what do you
believe are the most important coping tools to be sure
they build in?
If you’re a believer, the most important coping
tool is to seek God’s face--on your own, in private-with all of your heart. “All of your heart” means
with all your emotions, with all your conflicting
beliefs, with all the not-so-pretty places that
you’re in, with all your needs. Really lay it out
there as a psalm of lament. God will work with
that. There are declarative prayers for declaring
God’s promises and truth, which are fine. There’s a
place for that. (Continued on page 9)
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"Have a time of work, a time of play,
and a time of creativity."

MANAGING MENTAL
ILLNESS DURING COVID-19,
CONTINUED
Q&A WITH TOM NOWAK

But beyond that, there is a deep need to bring before God
your whole heart, and he will respond to you. As you search
the scriptures the Holy Spirit will give answer to your
prayer. Don’t be afraid to give God all your stuff.

There may be some people questioning whether or not
they need additional support in the form of counseling.
How would you suggest they know it’s time to see a
therapist?
Notice if you build in coping skills and seek God, but
you are still experiencing symptoms of depression or
anxiety and can’t seem to work it out. Pay attention
if it continues over a week or two. If this is the case,
there’s no reason to continue to suffer. A lot of
counseling is moving things forward faster. It’s
worth processing with a counselor and seeing those
missing pieces. The Bible says “in a multitude of
counselors there is wisdom.” Even counselors go to
counselors, if they are wise!
Very true! Any final encouragement for us today?

Another important coping tool would be to stay connected
to people, if at all possible, even if it’s through virtual
meetings. Stay connected in a way that you're serving them.
Call neighbors, family and people in your faith community.
Maybe you can run to the store for someone, or help them
apply for government assistance, or help with finances.
Reaching out to people and serving is important now
because a lot of our mental distress is all inward focused
and self-referential. One important way out of that is
through serving others.
It’s also important not to get too busy, and not to get too
lackadaisical either. Taking on extra projects or work won’t
give us time to process what we need to process. Laying
around binge watching Netflix isn’t the best use of the life
and resources that God has given us. Have a time of work, a
time of play, and a time of creativity. It could be a great
time to pick up something that you haven’t done in a while,
such as an instrument or piece of art, or take a class online.

Of all the statistics that we are reading and
all the probabilities--this percentage of
people get sick, this percentage go to the
hospital, this percentage need ventilators-one critical statistic we must keep in mind is
that God is 100% in charge at this time.
There’s a 100% surity of your place in God’s
family and his heart.
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As a mother of four, I know that
each kid is different and will react
differently to this kind of disruption
and to the news of the pandemic.
Adjustments can be based on each
child’s needs and overall family
dynamics. Remember parents: we
are not going to do this perfectly.
Neither are they, and that’s ok! We
all need a little extra grace to get us
through one day at a time! And that
is something that hasn’t changed.
PHOTO BY MARTIN R. SMITH

Here are some suggestions to keep

10 Ways Parents Can
Support their Kids
during the Pandemic

in mind as we navigate this time
with our kids.
1.) Carve out time with God. During
an international pandemic, it’s
important that we can help our kids

by Katie Sanko, MA, NCC

connect with the God, who is in

Perhaps the newness of being at home is starting to wear

control of this seemingly out-of-

off. Lots of disappointments all around. Kids are feeling

control world. Thankfully, God

an acute loss of control over their environment, the loss

welcomes this! Try to attend your

of their social networks and the loss of a sense of

church’s online service at the time

accomplishment for all things they have been working so

you would normally go if possible. I

hard at all year: School presentations, performances,

know it’s not the same, yet nothing

sports, musicals, or gymnastics. How can we help our

is the same right now. Making this

kids transition during this unprecedented time? How can

a part of your week demonstrates the

we teach them to adapt to this “new normal” that

importance of meeting together with

seemingly came out of nowhere?

other believers and your commitment
to making the church, the body of

My hope is that we can use this time to focus on the areas

Christ, a priority.

that are most important: Spiritual, physical, academic,
friends, and family.

(Continued on page 11)

"Kids are feeling an acute loss of control over their environment, the loss of
their social networks, and the loss of a sense of accomplishment..."
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4.) Help inspire goal setting. So many things that have been
put on hold. Having a new focus can help this time to feel
productive and fun since they can’t participate in those “extra-

10 Ways Parents Can Support their
Kids during the Pandemic continued

curriculars” right now. Sit down with your child and
brainstorm things that they can do during this time. Perhaps,
there’s a new area of interest that can be explored or a way to
keep a prior area of interest alive. There is a wide variety of

You might also find other ways to spend time

online resources. Just be sure to keep this goal specific to your

connecting with God together; it’s ok if you

child. If your child is not musical, this isn’t the time to have

don’t do this already. A simple scripture verse

them pick up the piano. Try to encourage them to come up with

read around the dinner table or a prayer

what they would like to explore. This could fill in some of the

together before bed for those who are sick and

extra time in their day that they now have.

provision for those out of work can go a long

5.) Be ready for mood swings. It’s ok for them to express

way to helping our kids see that God can be

negative emotions during this time. They are experiencing a lot

relied on in times of trouble. Invite kids to pray

of disappointment. Don’t insist on only “making the best of it.”

if they feel comfortable. This may reveal what’s

As parents, we can help hold our child’s emotions, whether they

really on their mind and heart!

are happy or sad. It’s important that you are a safe place for

2.) Allow kids to create their own (loose)
routine. Younger children can do this but will
need some direction. Cut out some strips of
paper and help them brainstorm the things that
need to be done each day: eating, school,
relaxation time, family time. Then, help them
place the strips in an order that will work.
Older grade schoolers will be able to do much

this. Once they have had a time to express their feelings, they
may go back to embracing the good things about this time. A
special note for parents with children who have conditions
such as ASD, ODD, or other challenging behaviors: please
make sure that you are getting connected to outside supports
during this time. Isolation can be even more challenging, as
you are with your child more and don’t have all the support that
is normally in place to give you a break.
6.) Support your kids in connecting with their friends. Many

more. Maybe give them an example schedule

kids are already good at this. If they are on their device,

then ask them how they would like to structure

whether it’s Xbox Live or iPhone, your kids need to connect to

their day. Your job is to make sure that the key

their friends. See this as a good and important thing during

elements are there, including time for breaks!

this time that should be encouraged. Kids will want time to

Teens will appreciate the independence given to
them in creating their own schedule.
Remember, this is to create a sense of

process what’s going on or to have time to just “be a kid” and do
what feels normal. Maybe you are a parent who typically limits
their kids use of devices. If you see (continued on page 12)

ownership, not to have one more thing to have
to enforce during the day.
3.) Make sure they have what they need and
some of what they want. If you are still
working during the day, make sure kids know
where they can find things like pencils and
paper, chargers, and that they have a place to
work. Having a basket of healthy snacks on
hand that they know they can get when they
want will also go a long way in helping kids feel
a sense of control during this time.
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10 Ways Parents Can Support their
Kids during the Pandemic continued

9.) Take advantage of togetherness and be ok with
separateness. We all need times of togetherness and alone

that your kid has just connected with a friend,

time. Some families may find that spending time together

consider extending their time on their devices

playing games each day comes easily. Others may find it is like

when possible.

pulling teeth. Remember, whatever this looks like for your

7.) Model your emotions in a healthy way.

family- it’s ok.

We must take care not to use our children as

10.) Count your blessings. We could all use a little shift in

emotional outlets. It’s important that kids see

perspective from time to time. In truth, times like these tend to

parents admit when they are having difficulty.

show us what is truly important in life. Let’s be thankful for

At the same time, they don’t need all the little

the gift of each day, the weather, the beauty of creation, and

details. Kids will feel safe if you reassure them

invite our kids to join in thankfulness and worship. Try to

that you will be ok (and you will) and that you

turn on some worship music to break up your day and invite

are getting help from other adults. If you are

the kids to sing along. Go around the table at dinner and

someone who is prone to anxiety, talk with a

express what you are thankful for from that day. Display your

trusted friend or reach out to talk with a

gratitude in front of your kids and join in on theirs when you

counselor from the Christian Counselor’s

see it! Gratitude to God can really bring the truth of His

Collaborative. Kids can know that you are

goodness into focus!

dealing with adult problems and fears, and that
you are getting help from God and from other

The events that are enfolding in the world around us are

adults. Kids will appreciate your honesty- just

unpredictable for all of us. This is not the best time to take on

be sure to keep it age appropriate and brief- and

any “Pinterest worthy“ endeavors. Be present and emotionally

know that it’s ok for them to have big emotions,

available for your kids and make the best of any extra

too, during this time (most likely from their

togetherness that you have. Lower your expectations of

social world changing so much). Kids should be

yourself, your spouse (if you have one), and your kids. Expect

free to “worry” about kid problems like

some bumps in the road as you navigate a new normal during

Minecraft or figuring out their next Instagram-

this time of “social distancing.” Remember, God is in the details

post.

as well as the big picture of this unfolding story. We are all in

8.) Be active indoors or out. Perhaps you can’t

this together. Please reach out to one of our counselors if you

get outside because of bad weather. Make the

need extra support during this time.

most of your indoor space. Perhaps you could
use a small hallway in your house to play
“indoor basketball” with a hoop that hangs on
the back of the door. Maybe yoga s more your
child’s speed. Help your child find movement
that interests them and encourage them to keep
active! Whenever you can, get out and walk or
play in the backyard together. Take advantage
of the days with nice weather. Even a short ten
CHRISTIAN COUNSELORS
COLLABORATIVE
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WHAT'S VIDEO COUNSELING?
Am I a candidate?
Who is offering video counseling?
Many counselors at the CCC and at other businesses are now offering video counseling in order to
respect social distancing mandates and offer their clients a safer alternative during COVID-19. For
the time, the government has widened the scope of HIPAA's confidentiality and privacy requirements
to include many online video platforms.
How do I know if I should try it?
As a counselor, I feel a little bit biased answering this question, as I believe everyone can benefit from
counseling, especially during a difficult time in or society. However, the field in general looks at
"functioning" to determine a client's need for care. If you feel your ongoing symptoms--whatever they
may be--are keeping you from functioning at a normal level in your job, friendships, family, or
activities of daily living, it's a good time to think about trying counseling.
I tried counseling before, and it didn't work for me. I'm afraid to try again.
Imagine a friend went to a doctor once and said, "I tried the whole doctor thing, and it didn't work for
me." We would explain with fervor that he or she just needed to find a doctor that the friend "clicked"
with, one that had a way of practicing that the friend appreciated. It's the same with counseling. It
may take a couple of beginnings for you to find that counselor that you feel comfortable with and who
helps you grow.
What about payment?
When you call our intake phone number (855) 222-2575, Carol Landfried, our Intake Coordinator, will
ask some financial questions so that we can determine what your cost will be. If you have insurance,
we do our best to have someone credentialed with your insurance to work with you. For those without
insurance, our fees are based on income level, comparable to what is typical in the field of counseling,
except that where income is limited, our fees are much more affordable. For those who qualify, we
have some limited financial support to assist in the cost of counseling.

Insurance
companies
reimbursing for
video therapy
sessions:

UPMC
Highmark
Cigna
Optum
Aetna
and others

What do I need to know to begin?
For video sessions, you'll need wifi and a computer, tablet, or phone with video and audio capabilities.
You will also need a private space for your session. Your counselor would help you to access the
platform they use. If you do not have video capabilities or wifi, many insurance companies are
reimbursing for phone sessions for people without access.
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ENGAGING IN ART TO EASE ANXIETY

ARE YOU MAKING
THE RIGHT
DECISION?

BY: DEBRAH S. KAHLER, MAAT ATR, ART THERAPIST

KORINA VILLANUEVA

When my mind and body are under stress, anxiety manifests in a
variety of ways. I may feel apprehensive about the unknown. If left
unchecked, I notice hand wringing, leg shaking, or racing thoughts.
Worse case for me, I just lose focus on what is true and right.
During the COVID-19 crisis, the simple act of going to the grocery
store has now become a scavenger hunt. Seeing empty shelves on a
continual basis definitely has the potential of placing fear in hearts and
minds. “What ifs…” can creep in.
It is at this time I focus on two things that help me cope and become
more grounded. The first is scripture. The second is implementing a
creative outlet. Combining the two provides me an opportunity to be
calm and helps me focus on the realities at hand.
I remind myself that God is in control (Psalm 27:1). He is my help in
times of trouble (Psalm 46:1). He will supply the daily needs for my
family (Philippians 5:19). I also take time just to be present with God
while creating art. Nothing fancy. Just marks on a page to help me
refocus on God and His Goodness.
Engaging in creative avenues has been shown to lessen stress, ease
anxiety, or help one become self-aware. Thus, if you feel some anxiety
during this crisis, whether it is triggered by trip to the store, watching
the news, dealing with children at home, or from other reasons, on the
next page are some art techniques to try. Each only requires simple
art materials – paper, markers, pencil, pens or other linear medium,
old magazines, photos, scissors, glue stick. The techniques could be
done individually. Or the art could be done as a family in order to
provide a different venue to discuss the current crisis.
(Continued on page 15)
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"Engaging in creative
venues has been
shown to lessen
stress, ease anxiety,
or help one become
more self-aware."
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Engaging in Art... continued
Body Mapping – This exercise aims to assist to
recognize and understand where anxiety is felt
in the body. Once identified the participant
can focus on de-stressing in that area.
Print out or draw a simple outline of a
body.
Take a moment to close your eyes and
sense the tension in your body.
Use a color(s) to identify that tension and
create lines or forms to represent what it
feels like in that area(s) of your body.
Take a step back from image. What is it
speaking to you? Is there a way it teaches
you to take care of yourself? What can you
put in place to help relieve that area of
stress?
Journal about the experience. Is there a
quote or scripture that can become a
mantra as the anxieties present itself in the
future?

WHAT
WORKS BEST
FOR YOUR
LIFESTYLE?
BY JOSEPH STEIN

Scribble Technique – There are a few benefits to the exercise. First, it helps
one focus on the here and now. By engaging in a simple exercise, one’s
mind can be relieved from current stresses and allow for a time of
relaxation. Second, a scribble drawing is not “good” or “bad.” It just “is;”
thus, the pressure of a “perfect” end result is removed. Lastly, if choosing
to add movement with this exercise, the movement assists in allowing a
person’s muscles to loosen up from any tension.
Movement – For a few moments, stand and begin to move your arms
and body in all directions that is safe and comfortable.
On your paper, begin to scribble some of those movements.
If possible, hang the scribble or lay it on the floor in front of you. Move
the paper to get different points of view.
Do you see an image emerge?
If so, fill in the empty space to create that image.
If no image is seen, that is fine, fill in the spaces with colors that are
calming for you.
Once complete, look at it again and discover what it may be teaching
you.
Journal about the experience, what emerged, and ask if there is
scripture or quote to attach to the image.

Collage of Comfort – The creative expression is wonderful tool to make a visual
reminder of a place or an environment that brings a sense of peace and calm.
Look through photos or magazines and find images or words that represent
your place of calm and comfort.
Once images are gathered and cut out, arrange them on a piece of paper to
your liking.
Adhere the images.
Once complete, take a step away then come back to the piece to see if there
is anything missing that you may want to add.
Would it help if you incorporated any scripture or quotes throughout the
image?
Journal about the process, the image, or what it says to you.

Youth is the time of life when one is
young, but often means the time
between childhood and adulthood
(maturity). It is also defined as "the
appearance, freshness, vigor, spirit,
etc., characteristic of one who is
young". Its definitions of a

These creative techniques can be done a few times a week in order to help slow
us down and become more aware of our bodies and our minds. We then
develop a capability of refocusing our attention on more positive thoughts and
thus more positive actions.
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